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What do you think there are a relationship?What are their meaning?

If I offer you this definition: relationship

This exchange.

Each time entering the relationship, with someone we give something and take something.Agree?
And what do you think, if we just give and do nothing in return, how much our relationship is viable?

Imagine that we face face to face with your partner and we have precious stones in our hands.

And we give our partner one .. The second ... Third ... twentieth ...

Listen to yourself, what do we start to feel?
I would venture to assume that at first we will have ok feelings.

We are kind, generous, great and well, very good, well, right?!

A little later, the feelings will begin to change its painting.

How much is it possible?Here in our hands almost nothing!And in front of us there is a person who
has everything in his hands!

If you listen to yourself, notice that in our soul it will begin to talk claim!

And what do you think, what does our partner feel at this time?

At first, he will most likely be ok feelings.Get just so cool - solid thanks to the giving!

But a little later on the body and at the spiritual level, the feelings will also begin to transform.
First will come feeling gravity.

-In my hands too much!I have to give something!

And if there is no possibility of compensation, the feeling of guilt will arise.Then the feeling of
irritation.

- I didn't ask so much!
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And now quite soon the picture from solid yummy tonsils is in a solid nightmare!

On the one hand, the increasing sense of claim, with another increasing irritation!

Being debt is not the most pleasant role.

Now you understand why from certainly generous and kind women begin to run away men, rude
children and torment the parents loved to death!?

Why are their partners and in business and in personal life from excessively generous men begin?!

Everything in the world wants to find a sense of healthy equilibrium.Balance!

Unconditional gifting is well only in the situation of charity.

But, you see, it is strange in this context to start a very long relationship.Charity is a one-time
action.Odaril, received a plus sign in Karma and went further.

Perhaps the only exception - the relationship of parents of children.

Here the child can take anything without returning to the right of his birth.Then they also come true
to his children - to give, without requiring nothing.So restoring the balance.

So how to properly keep the balance give-take, in the system?Let's talk ...

So ... Suppose Natasha gives Van candy.Well, the beautiful girl is true?

Vanya took.And it begins to feel something in this regard.On him debt.And he somehow should
restore the balance.

So how can the events can develop, let's fantasize?

First option.

Vanya, after time, gives Natasha the same candy, well, or something in the equivalent of this candy.

The situation is equivalent.No one owes nothing to nobody.

Situation OK-OK.

No sense of debt, no claims.On this note, it is quite possible to communicate comfortably, however,
as not to communicate.



Partnership in such a situation has a chance to fall apart.To save it, you will need to find new
common goals.HE
Option 2.
Natasha gives candy.Vanya feels that it should compensate for Natasha loss and brings it 3
kilograms of chocolate.At the same time, he has a state super ok !!!That was compensated, so
compensated!Can you imagine what Natasha begins to feel?Compensation is excessive.Not ok ..
Now it should align the balance.
And now Natasha drags 32 chocolate cars to compensate for Vanya's loss.

And these relationships can continue infinitely.And both at both at home will increase the resource in
the form of mountains of sweets, which they may well combine into one big mountainhway!These
relationships may apply for the continuation!

But maybe so ....

Natasha gives you a small one, since last year, a pocket, a duished and dirty, dirty and dirty.Vanya,
from politeness takes her.

Both the state is strange - not very ok.

Natasha seems to be given something, but understanding the true value of candy and politeness of
Vanya, it seems to be something else to him ..

Vanya seemed to have received something, and it seems to be something else ...

This co-expectation can also connect a couple for a long time.

At the same time, you can play so fascinating!

For example, Vanya, breaking the tooth on a gift, can be offended, on Natasha and put her a frog
into bed.And Natasha, in turn, will also raise the Tomahawk of War and will be released on the trail
of revenge.So, constantly demanding that each other compensation can be punished for many
years, fascinating, right?

And maybe Natasha, without waiting for compensation from Vanya, it will solve that he simply did
not quite understand what to do.Well, I'll give him more, and more, and more ... and he guesses it!-
Think Natasha.

And the scheme does not work!Vanya with an appetite eats and does not give anything in return!It
does not recognize, but feels tension!

After all, I do not ask anything!Again your candy drags!Well, she sticks to me!

I think only to wait, when Vanya, at the sight of Natasha, rush away, losing sneakers!



Well, submitted?

If an imbalance occurs in a pair, debt will arise and the desire to compensate it.

Share, you can not only good, but also bad.In anticipation of compensation for their loss, you can
live a lifetime and get out of such relationships, oh, how not just!

Keep in them will be your expectation Vendetta!

You can compensate for different:

You can answer is equivalent, having received the desired state of OK, but the danger of breaking
the relationship here increases.No one owes nothing to nobody.Everything!Bye!!

-Can from good motives to compensate for a little!More and then, this little duty tail will encourage
your visa to be with you and in a long relationship.

So you can build up your joint capital of good relationships.

But the keyword: a little!

Excessive compensation - a sure way to get rid of your partner forever!


